
ISOTONIX  DAILY ESSENTIALS KIT - WITHOUT IRON®
SAVE BIG , FEEL BETTER

100% RDV OF ESSENT IAL
VITAMINS & MINERALS

CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH

SUPPORTS IMMUNE SYSTEM

INCREASE ENERGY

P RO DUCT SKU: 6459 | INCLUDES MULTIVITAMIN
WITHO UT IRO N (90  SERVINGS), O P C-3 (90
SERVINGS), ACTIVATED B-CO MP LEX (90
SERVINGS) AND CALCIUM P LUS (90  SERVINGS)

Why C hoose  Iso tonix Daily Essent ia ls Kit?Why C hoose  Iso tonix Daily Essent ia ls Kit?  
There’s nothing more important than taking care of yourself on a daily basis. With the Isotonix
Daily Essentials Kit, you can be sure that you’re giving your body the essential vitamins,
minerals and nutrients it needs thanks to four essential supplements – Isotonix OPC-3®,
Isotonix Multivitamin, Isotonix Activated B-Complex and Isotonix Calcium Plus – to promote
long-term health and optimal nutrition.Plus, by purchasing the Isotonix Daily Essentials Kit
instead of buying these products individually, you save 29% - a $56.00 value! 

Caring for your general health starts with Isotonix OPC-3, a powerful antioxidant that provides
a variety of health benefits associated with general health and well-being. Next, Isotonix
Multivitamin Without Iron contains 100 percent or more of the recommended daily value of
essential vitamins and minerals to complement your diet. With today’s fast-paced lifestyles, it
is important to ensure the body is getting the fuel it needs. To provide the energy you need to
function throughout the day, this kit includes Isotonix Activated B-Complex, which delivers
metabolically active forms of several vitamins and minerals. Finally, Isotonix Calcium Plus
delivers a potent package of calcium and complementary nutrients to keep your bones
strong. 

C an the  Iso tonix Daily Essent ia ls Kit  products be  taken a t the  same t ime?C an the  Iso tonix Daily Essent ia ls Kit  products be  taken a t the  same t ime?  
Yes. The Isotonix General Health Kit products can safely be taken at the same time, provided
that one follows the recommended serving size for each product. 

Why are  Iso tonix supp lements be t te r than standard supp lements?Why are  Iso tonix supp lements be t te r than standard supp lements?  
Isotonix formulas are more effective than standard supplement formulas because they offer
the best way to get the maximum delivery of vitamins and minerals into the bloodstream.
Isotonix formulas are also the fastest and most effective way to receive vitamins, minerals
and nutrients. The stomach has very little work to do because the pH and tonicity are
carefully designed to allow the stomach to quickly release all the nutrients into the small
intestine. With the Isotonix formulas, this process takes about five minutes, where a standard
vitamin tablet can take up to four hours 

Save $56.0 0  compared to  purchasing these  products separa te ly - a  28%Save $56.0 0  compared to  purchasing these  products separa te ly - a  28%
savings!savings!


